How far in advance do I place an order?
We take orders with at least 2 days notice, but if you have urgent requests
we will try to help you - so drop us an email at hello@dolcelondon.co.uk !
Any chance to have free-from or vegan cake/pastries?
Unfortunately we cannot accommodate free-from or other types of dietary
requirements such as vegan. All our cakes and pastries contain or may
contain gluten, eggs, dairy, nuts and soya lecithin and these ingredients are
present in our kitchen space. Please consider this very carefully if you have a
serious allergy!
Do you offer a discount for large orders?
Yes, we offer free delivery for orders over £.200.
How long do the products last for?
Everything is baked using fresh, natural and carefully selected ingredients,
from scratch, by hands. We strongly suggest you to consume our pastries on
the day we deliver them to you.
Check the “use by” or “best before” indications on our labels underneath
the box.
Which product is the best seller?
Our most popular box is the Deluxe Classic which is a mix of all times classic.
Do you cater for events?
Yes, we do. We not only cater for dinners, birthday parties or any special
occasion where you want to treat your friends/guests but also for corporate
events, business lunch and wedding favours.
Are you open to bespoke orders with tailored formats and flavours?
Aside from the selection we offer, we are very happy to tailor our cakes and
pastries to suit your palate, as well as giving our own suggestions regarding
flavour combinations! Please do get in touch and write us your
requirements!
Do you make cake design style, fondant, sugar paste, buttercream, novelty
cake?

No, we don’t - sorry! At DOLCE we bake truly authentically Italian style cakes
and pastries. We believe that a cake has to look beautiful and taste
delicious as well!
That’s why everything is baked using fresh, natural and carefully selected
ingredients, from scratch, by hands.
All our products are nasties-free (no additives, no preservatives, no artificial
flavours added!) and we do not use artificial colouring - so if you see
something pink or green… It must be because of a particular fruit or nut that
had given that specific colours!

